
Whether used as fasteners, as a design feature or both; buttons can take your garment from zero 
to one hundred! But how can you adapt an already existing sewing pattern to include buttons? 
What do you need to bear in mind when creating button holes? How do you achieve a profes-
sional looking finish? This blog post would give you all the answers to the questions you might 
have. 


There are a range of button holes such as bound button holes, fabric loop button holes, in-seam 
button holes or machine sewn button holes. But our focus will be on machine sewn button holes 
on a gathered skirt using the Singer Quantum Stylist 9960.


In order to switch up the style, I decided to have the buttons down the back. Whether in front, at 
the side, the back , down the middle or diagonally, the position of your buttons is totally a matter 
of choice. 






PATTERN


When you cut out the fabric for the skirt 
to your desired length, ensure that you 
include a 1cm seam allowance. Your but-
ton stand will be a separate pattern 
piece. The reason for this is that you’ll be 
gathering the skirt fabric and a separate 
button stand would yield crisp results.


Use this illustration as a guide: 

This same principle also applies when I 
added button holes to my top. If you’re 
using a commercial pattern, be sure to 
note the seam allowance (cm or inches) 
and adjust your button stand.





After cutting out the fabric pieces for your skirt including your button stand, insert your pockets (if 
required) then stitch your button stands to both sides of your skirt’s centre back.


 




*If you want your buttons to be at the centre front of your skirt, remember not to cut the fabric 
pieces on the fold. Be sure to add 1cm seam allowance on both sides of the centre front line. 




TIPS AND TRICKS

> If you want to upgrade the level of your finished project, remember to insert interfacing to your 
button stand. Block fusing which is a practice used by professionals does save time and is worth 
adding to your sewing trick box. It simply means fusing interfacing to your fabric before cutting 
out the fabric pieces. 

You must also remember to trim off the excess fabric in the image above. This is to avoid a bulky 
looking button stand.


> Before creating your button holes, remember to test out your button holes using your project 

fabric. I found the Quantum stylist 9960 very straight forward to use. There are a lot of reasons 
why you must remember to test out on your fabric. This is to ensure that the button hole style you 
wish to use looks good, ensure the button hole function works very well and to remind yourself of 
the direction in which your machine creates a button hole. Do not forget to pull down the button 
hole crank!


> When your button hole has been created by your sewing machine, remember to put a pin just 
before the end of the hole. This is a useful tip to avoid cutting through your button hole and ruin-
ing your project.




> One last tip is to mark your button position by passing a fabric marking pen through the middle 
of your button hole. This helps to centralise your buttons and gives you a clean finish in the end.










